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ALL-STAR ARRIVAL » Warriors 
hope Curry can return Friday, 
with others not far behind.   C1

WORLD DOWN SYNDROME DAY » 
Kids learn how ‘each person 
impacts their community.’ A3

HORSING AROUND » North Bay 
equestrian camps to teach 
young riders this summer.   D1

After years of  discussions and hun-
dreds of  thousands of  dollars in 
studies and time, Sonoma County’s 

11 remaining volunteer fire companies — 
entrenched for decades as independent 
first responders in the county’s most rural 
pockets — will be absorbed, run by larger 
neighbors or combined into one fire district.

But not just yet.
And while regional groups of  fire agen-

cies continue pushing toward further con-
solidation and more seamless operations, 

that also remains in flux.
While all of  this has been long sought 

by many of  Sonoma County’s fire officials 
during four years of  plodding toward 
improvements to the county’s outdated, 
uneven and underfunded fire services net-
work of  nearly 40 agencies, change remains 
several hurdles and a few years away.

Fewer fire agencies has been a trend in 
California as counties opt for streamlined 
administration and efficiencies. Sonoma 
County officials want the same but have not 
identified where the money to revamp the 
system will come from, particularly in the 
aftermath of  October’s firestorms. 

“Fire is on top of  everyone’s mind based 
on what we all went through as a commu-
nity in October,” said west county Super-
visor Lynda Hopkins, who is working with 
several fire agencies in her district toward 
collaboration. “Fire district and volunteer 
fire companies are our safety net and they 
stepped up hugely in October. Now is a good 
opportunity to have those conversations 
about being better and stronger and to 
ensure the services are available for years 
to come.” 

During the October fires, the county’s 
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From left, Rincon Valley firefighters Shawn Johnson, Rob Bisordi and Randy White prepare to clean up after helping to load a crash victim into an 
ambulance after responding to a three-car vehicle wreck, March 15 on Stony Point Road south of Santa Rosa. 
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Change on the horizon

Regional emergency groups may be consolidated, but solution still not here
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Hanna 
center 
to stay 
open

State licensing officials have 
granted a reprieve to Hanna Boys 
Center and will allow the 73-year-
old Sonoma Valley treatment 
facility to continue operating 
during a three-year probationary 
agreement negotiated over the 
past three months and finalized 
earlier this week. 

Wednesday’s announcement 
marks the suspension of  license 
revocation proceedings begun 
last December, when the Cal-
ifornia Department of  Social 
Services’ Community Care Li-
censing Division made public its 
intention to yank the institution’s 
license over sex abuse scandals 
that came to light earlier last 
year.

The new agreement lists doz-
ens of  facility improvements, 
increased oversight and training 
requirements to enhance person-
al safety and security for the 100 
or so at-risk boys enrolled at the 
residential center. 

Revocation of  its license has 
been stayed, and it will have the 
right to apply for full restoration 
of  its license, absent unanticipat-
ed problems during the coming 
three-year probationary period.

“We’re pleased to reach an 
agreement with Licensing over 
this issue,” Hanna CEO Brian 
Farragher said in a news release 
Wednesday. “I know both orga-
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Facility for boys to have 
probation period after 
allegations of abuse
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PFLUGERVILLE, Texas — As a 
SWAT team closed in, the suspected 
bomber whose deadly explosives ter-
rorized Austin for three weeks used 

one of  his own devices to blow himself  
up. But police warned that he could 
have planted more bombs before his 
death, and they cautioned the city to 
stay on guard.

Mark Anthony Conditt, an unem-
ployed college dropout who bought 

bomb-making materials at Home De-
pot, was tracked down using store 
surveillance video, cellphone signals 
and witness accounts of  a customer 
shipping packages in a disguise that 
included a blond wig and gloves. His 
motive remained a mystery.

Police finally found the 23-year-old 
early Wednesday at a hotel in a suburb 
north of  Austin known as the scene 
for filming portions of  “Friday Night 

Lights.” Officers prepared to move in 
for an arrest. When the suspect’s sport 
utility vehicle began to drive away, 
they followed.

Conditt ran into a ditch on the side 
of  the road, and SWAT officers ap-
proached, banging on his window. 
Within seconds, the suspect had det-
onated a bomb inside his vehicle,  
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With police near, suspected bomber blows self up

Mark Anthony 
Conditt
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TEXAS » Investigators traced 23-year-old down after string 
of deadly explosions that have killed 2, badly wounded 4

Facebook Chief  Executive Mark 
Zuckerberg acknowledged that his 
company “made mistakes” in pro-
tecting user data obtained by Cam-
bridge Analytica, but said steps 
already taken and new policies un-

veiled Wednesday would prevent 
developers from misappropriating 
such information in the future.

Part regret, part explanation and 
part announcement of  strategies to 
come, Zuckerberg’s first comments 
since the Cambridge Analytica scan-
dal erupted sought to reinforce Face-
book’s reputation as a trustworthy 
social platform despite the unautho-
rized collection of  the personal data 
of  about 50 million users by a data 
analytics firm with ties to President 
Donald Trump’s campaign.

“I started Facebook, and at the end 
of  the day I’m responsible for what 
happens on our platform,” he said in 
the statement. “We have a responsi-
bility to protect your data, and if  we 
can’t then we don’t deserve to serve 
you.”

Zuckerberg later apologized for the 
sharing of  the data during an inter-
view on CNN on Wednesday evening.

“This was a major breach of  trust, 
and I’m really sorry that this hap-
pened,” he said.

In a post on his Facebook page, 

Zuckerberg said the social media gi-
ant had already made efforts in 2014 
to “dramatically” limit developers’ 
access to data in an attempt to pre-
vent “abusive apps.” Those steps, 
which prevent apps from asking for 
data about a user’s friends without 
authorization, would prevent future 
groups similar to Cambridge Ana-
lytica from amassing so much infor-
mation without users’ knowledge, he 
said.

CEO says Facebook ‘made mistakes’
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Zuckerberg admits fault 
after ‘breach of trust’ with 
political firm and users
By SAMANTHA MASUNAGA
LOS ANGELES TIMES

Mark  
Zuckerberg
“I’m responsible 
for what happens 
on our platform.”


